
Our company is looking to fill the role of strategy. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for strategy

Lead enterprise-wide strategy engagements and manage the process from
start to finish, including setting scopes, budgets, staffing resources, creating
and coordinating final deliverables, and assisting with presentation of results
for TM&T/Media, Technology & Telecom (Communications) clients
Structure and execute operational and strategic initiatives by gathering and
synthesizing relevant data, leading analyses with the support of the BI team
and presenting final recommendations that will drive short- and long-term
growth
Evaluate new business opportunities by modeling performance reflecting
plausible scenarios or illustrating the limits of tolerable risks
Opportunity to act as GM for specific initiatives
Review historical performance and create strategic recommendations for
business partners alongside the Business Development team as needed
Stay abreast of and share industry, competitor, and consumer behavior trends
that can impact comiXology
Supports and/or manages projects on a day-to-day basis and throughout the
different project stages (from initiation through implementation)
Develops project plans and works with assigned task resources to ensure that
the project will be completed on time and according to specifications
Initiates, organizes, guides and supports project related activities and works
with and through team members to develop and present recommendations
to senior management
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Qualifications for strategy

Well rounded and creative in approaches
Project manages strategic projects as required and occasionally serves as a
project manager on high-level projects, as required by the business
Ability to manage and develop team work with and influence the high level
management team, including company CEOs
International experience and overseas study is preferred
Analysis of clients’ list health and contact strategy
Ongoing CRM strategy, channel and touch point plan


